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Wooden kindergarten that uses hardware by
Stroog Inc.
Wooden kindergarten which use hardware manufactured
by Stroog Inc. is in the middle of construction at Tsutsujigaoka chofu-city, Tokyo. It is a separate building of
Chofu Shiragiku Kindergarten (Wooden building with
two stories above ground). The first floor will be used for
kindergarten and the second floor will be used as a warehouse. This building has a total floor area of 441 square
meters and succeeds in huge cost reduction compared to
steel structure and reinforced-concrete structure whose
prices became high due to shortage of workers. The
no-pillar space with span of 6.37m and depth of 21.8m,
which is a feature of this building, is achieved by “Joist
construction method “ using HSS connector manufactured
by Stroog Inc.
“Joist construction method” is the method which do not
have beam in the longitudinal direction and construct
frame using only joist. 105mm x 240 mm structural laminated lumber ‘hirakaku’ posts is placed at intervals of
910mm, 105mm x 360mm structural laminated lumber is
used for floor joist of the second floor, 105mm x 20mm
structural laminated lumber is used for the joist for the
second floor attic (roof), and the building accommodate
the span of 6,370mm. With no beams in ridge direction,
the building use 24mm joist-less plywood for floor and
attic of the second floor, so that the platform structure
achieve enough stiffness. Partitions can be set up flexibly
because the places of posts do not become an obstacle.

Hot Topic:
In the 2nd quarter 2016, the demand for domestic logs
for lumber, imported logs, plywood and laminated
lumber for the structural use was forecast to increase
from the same period in the previous year. >> Page 2
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European red pine laminated lumber used in the structural
laminated lumber

The interior of building looks like a series of gate-type
Rahmen frame, but in fact the structure is supported by
wall. Independent posts are placed to fit to the size of
structural plywood, and 3 x 9 sized structural plywood and
9mm dailite are fixed with screw. In the frontage direction, the joist using 105mm x 360mm structural laminated
lumber is installed on the first floor and over that 24mm
structural plywood is installed. Sands are placed on floor
to provide the effect of sound insulation and the heat storage. Independent posts and anchors are fixed with pedestal
connector manufactured by Stroog Inc., and column-beam
joint parts are strengthened with beam receiving connector.
Osamu Watanabe architects, which is in charge of architectural design, and Rhythm Design Mov co.ltd, which is
in charge of constructional design, said: “It is becoming
difficult to construct buildings with reinforced-concrete
structure and steel structure due to a problem with construction period attributable to a shortage of construction
workers. Wooden buildings are easy to construct because
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